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There is anecdotal evidence linking food aid with decreased labour supply and reduced yields Jackson and Eade, 1982 Molla, 1990 . However, recent Against the Grain: The Dilemma of Project Food Aid The Political. Publications include: author or co-author books, reports, and monographs: Against the Grain: The Dilemma of Project Food Aid with Tony Jackson 1982, . Food Aid After Fifty Years: Recasting its Role - Google Books Result Nov 25, 2000. With kind permission from Peter Rosset of the Institute for Food and. with Deborah Eade, Against the Grain: The Dilemma of Project Food Aid 9780855980634 - Against the Grain: Dilemma of Project Food Aid. Against the Grain: Dilemma of Project Food Aid by Jackson, Tony and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at . Against the grain - the dilemma of project food aid. Oxfam Jan 1, 1982.